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HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE RIGHTS OF ALIENS

It is sometimes suggested that by admitting a sub-
tantial number of laborers from Mexico and other Latin
American countries under a "guestworker" program the
United. States could reduce the number of persons who
enter or remain in its territories illegally. 1 This is
an attractive idea, but advocates of such programs often
propose substantial restrictions on the political and
welfare rights of the persons admitted. The plan put
forward in 1977 by the Carter administration is an ex-
ample of this. It proposed creating a new legal status
for foreign laborers, namely "temporary resident alien."
Persons in this category would have the right to seek
and enjoy employment, but unlike permanent resident
aliens they would not be considered immigrants and would
not qualify for naturalization. ':Temporary resident aliens
would not have the right to vote, to run for public of-,
fice, or to serve on juries, and they would not be eli-
gible for federal social services such as Medicaid and
Food Stamps.2

Although this proposal is now dead,' the idea of
limiting the rights of aliens is very much alive all
around the world. My goal in this paper is to develop
and use a framework for evaluating such limits on the
rights of aliens. I proceed on the not uncontroversial
assumption that there are universal human rights of
roughly the kinds declared in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and that these rights provide an, im-
portant source of guidance in this matter.3 I rec-
orginize that this is assuming a lot, but I will not at-
tempt to justify this assumption here.4 It is worTh
\noting, however, that an approach based on universal
human rights has the advantage of appealing to inter-
nationally recognized standards rathar than to values
that are entirely rooted in American traditions -- and
thus may provide a framework for thinking about this
matter that is acceptable. both to the United States
and to Mexico. Further, those who find my assumption
of universal human rights too large to swal.Low may
nevertheless find my inquiries interesting as an at-
tempt to trace and develop the implications of beliefs
that many people huld.
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I. THE CONTEMPORARY IDEA OF HUMAN RIGHTS

The attractive but problematic idea of universal human
rights has been carried into prominence in recent decades
by the international human rights movement. That movement,
which grew out of the horrors and rhetoric of World War II,
has attempted to gain international recognition for minimal
standards of decent conduct for states.

Human rights, as they are described in the documents
of the human rights movement, have a number of character-
istics. First, lest we miss the obvious, they are rights,
not mere goals or aspirations. Briefly, a right is a high-
priority prescription of a freedom or benefit that generates
definite obligations for parties other than the rightholder.6

Second, human rights are universal moral rights. This
means that all people have them independently of race, sex,
religion, nationality and social position, and independently
of their being recognized in the legal system of the country
in which a person resides. These rights may not be effec-
tive rights until they are recognized and implemented in a
legal system, but they are alleged to exist independently
as moral standards of argument and criticism.

Third, this conception implies that human rights impose
obligations on both governments and individuals. Governments
have obligations not to violate these rights by their own
actions and to promote and protect their observance in their
territories. Individuals are obligated not to act in ways
that violate these rights.

And fourth, these rights are alleged to be important
enough to prevail in conflicts wick contrary national norms
and goals and to justify international action on their be-
half. This importance is connected with the fact that hu-
man rights prescribe provision for people's most basic in-
terests and freedoms.

The rights that are proclaimed by the human rights
movement can be divided into five categories. These are:
(1) rights to due,process such as rights to a fair trial
or freedom from torture; (2)- rights to personal security
and autonomy such as rights to protection from crime, free-
dom of movement, privacy, and freedom of thought and reli-
gion; (3) rights to political participation such as rights
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to vote and speak; (4) rights to equality such as rights
to freedom from discrimination and equality before the law;
and (5) economic and social rights (or welfare rights) such
as rights to a decent. standard of living, education and med-
ical care.

One goal of the international human rights movement is
that people's rights as citizens come to include and imple-
ment-all of their human rights--although their rights as cit-
izens need not be limited to these. Universal human rights
provide an international model for a basic set of civil right.

Although the contemporary human rights movement presup-
poses a system of sovereign states, it attempts to guide the
policies and actions of governments in humane directions- -

-and a concern for 4-.'na rights of aliens and refugees has been
part of this. Inteiestingly, the concern of states with the
treatment of their citizens abroad goes back to ancient times,
and states accepted international accountability for their
treatment of foreign visitors and residents long before they
accepted accountability for their treatment of their own peo-
ple./ A number of provisions in contemporary human rights
documents are directed to the treatment of aliens, travelers
and refugees. First, it is prescribed that personsshould
acquire a nationality at birth8 and that people should not
be arbitrarily deprived of their nationality.9 Second, these
documents assert rights to leave any country10 end to return
to one's own country. 11 And third, these documentS assert
a right to seek and enjoy asylum from. persecution.12 The.

American Convention on Human Rights is the .most expansive
in this area. In addition to," the rights above it asserts
rights to be granted asylum,to14

due process for aliens
when a state seeks to expel them, end against collective
expulsions.15

These documents do, however, permit states to restrict
some rights to citizens. While most rights are ascribed to
"everyone," some rights of political participation are as-
cribed instead to "every citizen."16 This suggests that it
is sometimes permissible to restrict the rights of aliens,
but what makes this permissible in those cases is unclear.
The economic and social rights that are nroclaimed in most
contemporary human rights manifestoes are not restricted
to citizens; like most rights they are ascribed to "every-

one."
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Thus a straightforward reading of contemporary human
rights declarations suggests that a policy of denying some
political rights to aliens is permissible but that a policy
of denying welfare services to them is not. It might be
argued that the latter is also permissible on the grounds,
recognized by the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, that compliance with economic and social
rights may not be immediately possible due to the high cost
of making welfare and medical services available' to all.
Thus the Covenant requires "progressive" rather than immedi-
ate implemention of these rights.17 This loophole was in-
tended, ,hoWever, to apply to countries that were too poor to
implement most welfare rights and not to the rich countries
of Europe and North America.

In any case the important issue here is not whether li-
mits on the rights of aliens are compatible aith the terms of
contemporary rights declarations--which are obviously imper-
fect and open to controversy--but is rather whether such li-
mits are compatible with a philosophically adequate concep-
tion of human rights and the premises about human welfare,
autonomy and dignity that underlie such a conception. It is
towards answering this question that we must now begin to
move.

II. CONTRACTARIAN ALTERNATIVES TO UNIVERSAL RIGHTS

Most people believe that governments have obligations
to their own citizens that they do not have to non-resident
foreigners. The government of Canada, for example-, has re-
sponsibilities in regard to how Canadians residing in Ar-
gentina are treated by the Argentinian government. -The Japa-
nese government does not have any comparable res onsibility
for how Argentina treats Canadians. Similarl , when Israeli
athletes were taken captive in Muniqh_by-te-irorists, the gov-
ernments of Israel and West Germany had responsibilities and
powers in regard to the safety and release of the hostages
that the government of Australia, for example, did not.

One possible explanation of these special responsibil-
ities of governments towards their citizens and of the ab-
sence of responsibilities of the sallie order to non-resident
foreigners is found in a contractarian account of political
authority and obligation. The explanation is that citizens, ,

unlike foreigners, stand in a special contractual relation-
ship to their government. It is the presence of this con-
tractual relationship that is alleged to create governmental
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duties to citizens and its absence that implies the absence
of comparable duties to non-resident foreigners.

The strongest version of this kind of theory--which
might be called Radical Contractarianism--asserts that there
are no duties or obligations existing independently of agree-
ments except the _!lnaEUral" duty to honor one's agreements.
This would be the only duty that did not derive from an agree-
ment. One who held this kind of view would assert that po-
litical authority--and the obligations for citizens and gov-
ernments that it involves--flow from explicit or tacit agree-
ments. The state is viewed as a voluntary association. It
may have obligations to its members in virture of the agree-
ments that constitute it, but it need not have any obligations
to aliens, to people that are not members. Privileges.can be
extended unilaterally to aliens on grounds of prudence (e.g.
to generate trade or to promote good will), but these can he
unilaterally revoked. Aliens can also be protected by recip-
rocal agreements between states or by special agreements be-
tween states and foreign entrants, agreed to at time of entry,
concerning conditions of residence and treatment. But apart
from such agreements governments have no obligations to peo-
ple and aliens have no rights.

The most important objection to Radical Contractarian-
ism in this context is that its implications are incompatible
with some of our most basic moral convictions. On this view
a state would do no wrong in killing, torturing or enslaving
a person not protected by agreements e.g., a stateless re-
fugee -- because the absence of agreements would imply the
absence of any obligations. A closely-related objection is
that Radical Contractarianism cannot account for even the
most basic human rights. A central, characteristic of such
rights is that they are held independently of whether they
are recognized or implemented by that state.

One might respond to these objections by allowing that
substantive rights and duties exist independently of agree-
ments And that states have negative obligations to avoid vi-
olating these rights and duties. But a contractarian ele-
ment could be preserved by alleging that states acquire duties
to take positive step6 to uphold and protect these rights only
through agreements. Such Modest Contractarianism, as we might
call it, differs from the radical version in roughly the same
way that Locke's theory of obligation differed from Hobbes'.
It claims that the agreement which makes one a member of the
polity is the agreement that generates a governmental obli-
gation to protect one's independently existing rights. A
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state could be obligated not to violate anyone's human
rights independently of any agreement, but obligations
to positive actions, such as protecting people against
violations of their rights by other people or providing
welfare benefits, would be incurre.' only by accepting
someone for membership in the polity or by reciprocal
agreements between states.

Even this account of the responsibilities of states
to aliens would license morally objectionable policies,
in my opinion, because it would permit a state to take
no steps to prevent the murder or starvation of a state-
less alien in its territory. If rights requiring pro-
tections or services from governmentq, are viewed as spe-
cial rights deriving from special agreements. it becomes
impossible for any such rights to be universal. Further,
both Radical and Modest Contractarianism are vulnerable
to the traditional objections to explanations of political
authority in terms of an original contract or tacit agree-
ments.18

III. HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE OBLIGATIONS OF GOVERNMENTS

A theory of human rights is incomplete unless it
contains an account of who is obligated to provide the
freedoms and benefits that human rights prescribe. Since
the human rights movement is internationally oriented,
one might expect it to deny the relevance of national
boundaries and to identify some international body such
as the United Nations as the bearer of the main responsi-
bility for protecting and upholding human rights. But
given the weakness of international organizations in
today's world and the insistence of states on self-de-
termination, that position is very unrealistic.

The system of authority that we find on this planet
at present is one that divides the earth into distinct
territories, expects a government to emerge in each ter-
ritory, and prescribes a high degree of autonomy for
these governinents. No genuine alternative to this sys-
tem of sovereign states is presently available, and hence
it should be taken as given at present in thinking about
who should bear the main responsibility for the imple-
mentation.of human rights.

If we focus on obligations to refrain, from directly
violating human rights, it is easy to answer the ques-
tion of who has such obligations. The answer is every-
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one. All people and all states have these "negative" ob-
ligations, and no reference need be made to national bound-s
aries. Thus the government of France would do as much wrong
in having its agents kill an, Egyptian in Cairo as' in having
them kill a Frenchman in Paris: Citizenship or nationality
is irrelevant.'

&-
But not all of the obligations generated by human rights

are negative. Some obligations generated by human rights re-
quire positive steps, not mere restraint from violating rights.
To implement a right,to legal counsel in criminal cases law-
yers must be educated and a certain sort of legal System con-
structed and maintained. To uphold the right to life people
must be provided lath protection against murderers. And 'to
implement the right to education public schools must be made
available. To keep these two kinds of obligations separate
we can say that negative obligations generated by human rights
are obligations to respect human rights and that positive ob-
ligations generated by human rights are obligations to uphold
human rights.19

Obligations to uphold human rights in-a particular ter-
ritory are seldom if ever obligations of all persons. A
Columbian peasant has a negative obligation not. to kill Vene--
zuelans, but he or she does not have positiVe obligations to
bring it about that Venezuelans are providedwith protections
against crime or with other-institutions to,OhOld their rights.
This, it can reasonably be said, is the responsibility of the
Venezuelan government. In accordance with this idea the human
rights movement has assumed that each state has -the primary
responsibility for upholding the rights of peoplOn the ter-
ritory it governs. This does not rule out, of course, the
existence of obligations on states to assist in upholding
rights in other territories through peaceful means- -and in
fact the'United Nations takes as one of its2goals "promoting
and encouraging respect for human rights.u0.

There are at least two good reasons for assigning each
-st ate the priMary responsibility for upholding human right$
in the territories it governs. One is that assigning primary
responsibility for upholding rights in,the :territory of a
state to some other state or to an international organiza-
tion is incompatible with the autonomy or self-deterwination
that states insist upon and that cannot be violated without
posing a threat to international peace. 21 Protecting peo-
ple's rights is such an essential role of governments that
a"governmene deprived of the responsibility for upholding
the rights of its people would be no government at all. The
second reason for this assignment of responsibility for up-
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holding human rights is that only those who hold govel-nmental
power in a territory can effectively protect and implement
people's rights there. The government of an alien's native
land may be able to exert some influence to obtain decent
treatment for that person in another country, but the pri-,
mary responsibility must lie with those who have effective
control. What other nations can do to protect the rights
of people within a sovereign state is likely to be little
and late.

As high priority and universal norms, human rights
require implementation even when this is inconvenient or
expensive. Although human rights must be accommodated to
and implemented within our existing international system,
this should be done so as to provide fully for the up-
holding of everyone's rights. Thus, in determining the
moral obligations that flow from human rights, concep-
tions of those obligations that provide for everyone's
rights to be .upheld are to be preferred to conceptions
that leave some persons in a position where there is no
agency that is obligated to uphold their rights.

If a state's obligation to uphold a person's rights
does not derive from an agreement, what can its source be?
The answer, I believe, is that each person has human rights
that generate positive obligations to uphold those rights
for the person or agency that is best able to do so--and
the government of -a -state is normally in this position
in regard to persons in its territories. Governments
alone have the financial resources, administrative con-
trol, and police power that are requisite to upholding
people's rights.

My suggestion, then, is that it is presence in a ter-
ritory rather than citizenship that determines whether the
government of that territory has the primary responsibility
for upholding a person's human rights at a particular time.
Human rights flow from one's humanity, not from one's cit-
izenship status, and thus aliens have as much.claim to
provision for and protection of their rights as do natives.
This conception of the obligations that flow frOM human
rights is preferable to one that ties an obligation to up-
hold rights to citizenship because it avoids leaving some
people without protection for their rights. If a person
is regularly resident in one country and is only tempo-
rarily present in another, then the two governments might
be said to share responsibility- -but the primary adminis-
trative role must go to the host country. Whether in cases
of this kind the host country must bear all the costs of
upholding an alien's rights--or whether these costs can
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be transferred to the alien's native country--will depend,
it. seems. to me, oa whether reciprocal provision is made for
each other's nationals, whether substantial taxes are col-
lected froM aliens, and whether the wealth of the two coun-
tries is roughly comparable.

C.

The view that I have sketched here claims that, states
have the same prima facie obligations to respect and up-
hold the human rights of aliens in their territories that
they have to uphold, the rights of their citizens,... Unlike
Radical'Contractarianism my view presupposes rights that
exist independently of-agreements. And it breaks with Mod-
est Contractarianism by denying that a government's duty
to ptotect or satisfy someone's rights is dependent on cit-
izenship. It claims that people's human rights generate
Obligations of governments to provide some basic protec-
tions and services,independently of contribution, and
that these Obligations fall mainly on_the government of
the territory where a person- is located.. The grounds of
human rights in considerations of human dignity,autonomy
and welfare are unrelated to alienage or citizenship and
apply equally to aliens and natives.-

One could allow, that the human rights of aliens gen-
erate positive obligations'for,the governments of their
hott countries and still deny'thatthe existence of these
rights and Obligations settles the question of whether
aliens should be given full civil rightt with all of the
concomitant protections and services.. There are at least
two arguments which could be given in support of this
point of view. One is that huMan rights are not absolute
(or.at leatt some of them are not), and hence it is pbs-
sible for competing considerations to override them and
dictate restricted rights for aliens. The second argu-
ment claims that people waive some or all of their rights
when they enter a foreign country and concludeS that li-
mits on the rights-of aliens are therefore not objection-
able.

The first argument recognizes that human rights are
not absolute and concludes from this that more powerful
competing considerations can override thuman rights and
dictate an'inferior status for aliens. This is indeed.
a possibility, but in.order to conclude that it-is an
important possibility.we must identify some of the kinds
of_Considetationsthat can override, human rights. I. am

prepared:to allow, fOr.example, that bonafide considera-
.tions of national security. .during wartime'Might justify
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restrictions on the rights of aliens to travel within the
country that are not imposed on citizens. But .I doubt
that such restrictions can be justified apart from emer-
gency conditions that occur infrequently. Attempts to
provide such justification in other situations are likely
to use false premises about the dangerous character of
most aliens or to underestimate the weight of human rights.
It is an essential part of the idea of human rights, and
hence part of what one accepts in assuming the existence
of-universal human rights, that the prescriptions involved
are weighty ones that are not easily overridden by consid-
erations of national security, prosperity or convenience.
It is this strength in-competition with other considera-
tions that makes human rights difficult to justify, but
it is also part of their political appeal as firm guar-
antees of important freedoms and benefits. Although
human rights may be overrideable in true emergencies, we
cannot allow that. the expense or inconvenience of giving
full Civil rights to aliens is alone sufficient to over-
ride the obligations that flow from these peoplels human
rights. This issue will be dealt with in a concrete case
when we discusS rights of political participation for aliens.

The second argument for the NieW that human rights
sometimes fail to dictate how,aliens should be treated
involves the thesis that people Waive all or some of
their human rights when they enter a foreign country.
It might be claimed, for example, that when one enters
a 06antry with the knowledgethat-it restricts.the.free-
dome of expreSsion, one tacitly waives this right. But
there are many problems with this line.of argument.
First, many entrants do not know very much about the le-
,gal practices of the countries they enter, and hence
'-they either do not,waive: any rights-or they do not know
WhiCh rights they are waiving. Second,-this'kind of
tacit consent to deprivation of one's rights seems to
be just as mythical as the tacit consent that contrac-
tarian theories appeal .to in order to justify political
authority. To expect'to.endure the lack.of freedom
in a country:that one entersis not the same as agree-
ing that there is rid-thing wrong with a system in which.
that freedom is unavailable to oneself and others.
And third; the_assurftption. that governments may require.

-people to -waive their,,human rights as-conditions of re-
ceiving important benefitS is incompatible with the ef-
fective implementation of human rights, since this as-
sumption would alloW repressive governments to argue
that their people had waived their,rights in exchange
for food or other benefits.

7 a
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IV. TWO CONTROVERSIAL KINDS OF RIGHTS

Rights to political participation. Human rights imply
prescriptions for the creation of operative civil rights
within the domestic legal system. In implementing human
rights there are prima facie grounds for upholding the',
rights of both natives and aliens. But, as the language
ofosome human rights documents suggests, it may be justi-
fiable to restrict to citizens some rights of political
participation. If this is so, then there must be powerful
considerations that override the general presumption in
favor of respecting and upholding the human rights of aliens.
There are two arguments that I find persuasive in regard to
the right to vote in national elections.

The first of these arguments notes that an important
purpose of an electoral system is to allow people to remove
from office those officials who act in ways contrary to
their interests and rights. SatiSfying this_goal requires
that those who vote have some minimal degree of knowledge
and maturity, and hence.the right to vote in national elec-
tions is not normally granted to 'young children. If, aliens
lack knowledge of a country's goals, traditions, procedures'
and politicians--as recently arrived aliens may--then this
important goal of the electoral system would be lesS likely
to be achieved if they were allowed to vote. Thus one ground
for the right to vote suggests some ways in 1.4hich'it should.
be qualified.

The second.argument.proceeds in a similar way. It notes,
that restrictions on. the rights of aliens may serve .to main-
tain the national' sovereignty or self-determination that
the international system takeS as a fundaMenta17norm._-True_
self-determination requires, that the people Of a, nation be
able .to.shape their collective destiny as a.group. If re-
cently arrived aliens with little commitment to a country's
culture, goals, and institutions .were.perMitted to vote,
their votes might swing a' close election in .aWay that
would frustrate-the desires of a majority Of permanent res-
idents. Suppose, for example, that Turkish' guestworkers in
Germany were allowed to vote in.national,eleCtions; Suppose
further thatthey happened to be greatly opposed to the Ger
man government's policies towards Greete-but that most of
theM knewor.cared -little about that government's other
policies..---If their votes turned out to be decisiiie in
ousting that government, thiS would have,perMitted the
interests of Turks to itifluence substantially the policies
of'West Germany. ,Thus considerations of national self-de"
termination may justify some restrictions. on the voting
rights of aliens.
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Having offered these arguments, I wish to proceed im-
mediately to qualify them. First, note that these arguments
would not justify denying voting rights to aliens who have
resided in a country for a long time and who have indicated
a desire to become citizens. Second, in areas where national
loyalties are irrelevant and aliens have the requisite know-
lege, there is no justification for exclusion. Thus partic-
ipation in local elections may be justifiable. Similarly,
participation in workers' councils, unions, and other as-
pects of "industrial democracy" may be justifiable.

A successful system of jury trials, like an effective
electoral system, requires. that participants have some
degree of maturity .and knowledge of the system. And the
impact of a single vote is likely to be much greater in a
trial than in a general election. Thus there are grounds
fOr being selective in choosing people for jury service.
It might be justifiable to exclude temporary resident aliens
as a group from jury services on the grounds e,at their
knowledge of the host country's legal standards and prac-
tices is likely to be very limited. But this rationale
woUld-not.be plausible for-resident aliens who have resided
in the country for, Say, a decade or more.

Other. Xights of political participation seem to be
largely'unaffected by these kinds of arguments'. Some
countries limit the freedom of expression of aliens,
but I find no justification for this. Foreigners may
come to a country in hope'of delivering a message about
that country's oppressive policies at home or abroad,
and it is important to the defense,of human rights that
the delivery of such messages be possible. Further, this
is a way of allowing the right of petition to operate
across national boundaries,. Suppose, for example, that
African students in Switzerland wish'to- protest some as-
pect of Swiss -policies toward South Africa..
that these students Should-be silenced or. prevented
from demonstrating peacefully. so as to preserve the "au-.
tonoMy" of Swiss political processes is-to ignore John
Stuart Mill's point that influence which uses words to
Persuade rational people to act in certain.mays is not
coercive influence.22 The ability of Swiss voters and
politicians to decide on the course that their country
should take is,not decreased by the presence of new and-
different voices; it is rather increased by the addi-
tional perspectives that they provide. As Alexander-.
Meiklejohn emphasized, self-government requires-both
freedom to express oneself and freedom to hear and in-
quire.23 The effectiVe exercise of rights of free ex-
pression and of petition requires freedoth of association.
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and peaceable assembly, and hence restrictions on these
rights would also be unjustifiable.

Rights to welfare. One way in which the contemporary
idea of human rights differs from its eighteenth century
antecedents is found in the addition of economic and social
rights to the list of human rights. The idea that all people
are entitled to the minimal conditions of a decent life is
frequently challenged by those who believe that one cannot
be entitled to anything but the fruits of one's own labor.24
Although I cannot offer a full response to such challenges
here, one central argument is that provision for people's
essential material needs is as crucial to the maintenance
of their dignity, autonomy and welfare as is provision for
their liberty or security.25 If one is willing to allow
that people are entitled, independently of contribution,
to positive efforts by government to uphold their due pro-
cess rights 'and rights of security and autonomy, it is but
a small step to the view that people are also entitled to
-the minimal,requirements of survival and a decent life
independently of their contributions. People normally
provide for their own food and for much of their own se-
curity, but when they are unable to do these things, they
have a right to assistance. It should be noted, however,
that a belief that people are entitled to the minimal eco-
nomic requirements of a decent life does not necessarily
commit one to the view that they are entitled, as a matter
of human rights, to all the benefits available under a mod-
ern welfare state.

If I am correct in believing that rights to the mini-'
mal'requitementsr.of.survival and a decent life are grounded,;
Pike osther rights,,in'Considerations of hUman,dignity, au-
tonomy-and welfare, then these rights, are possessed in-
dependently of whether one is anative or an alien. States
have the same prima facie obligation to grant these rights
to aliens in their territories that they haVe to grant them
to citizens. Of course not all countries have the means
at present to iMplement even a rudiMentary welfare system
and hence in some countries these rights will have to be
implemented progressively rather than immediately. But
in countries-where sufficient resources are available,
economic and social rights impose obligations'on govern-
ments to guarantee the availability of certain essential
goods and serVices.
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There are, howeVer, a number of arguments against ex-
tending welfare rights to aliens that might be given even
by those who believe that such rights should be extended
to citizens. One of these arguments suggests that resident
aliens are entitled tc,,welfare benefits only if they have
paid taxes to the host country. In fact, both legal and
illegal aliens in the U.S. tend to pay taxes and make so-
cial security payments. Further, a legitimate cuncern that
those who receive a share of a country's benefits should
bear a fair share of its burdens need not be a demand that
no services be provided in the absence of contribution. A
duty to contribute is contingent on the ability to do so,
and we do not cut off aid to those who have been severely
handicapped since birth because they are unable to con-
tribute. Similarly, resident aliens may be required to
pay reasonable taxes, but if a guestworker is disabled
in an industrial accident on his first day on the job
(and thus before he pays any taxes), it would be gro-
tesque to deny him aid on the grounds that no contribu-
tion has been made. ,./1, conception of the obligations flow-
ing from human rights that made obligations 'to.uphold a
person's rights dependent'on having Made a contribution .

to the host society would leave many people without ef-.
fective-provision for their. human rights. '

A second argument,claims that since various Provi-
sions concerning responsibility for welfare benefits,can,.
be negotiated between oountriessending.,and countries
receiving gUestworkerS, no other standards have universal
applicability. The most diredt 'response to this is that
diplomats lack the 'power ,morally or legally to4waiVe the
basic human rights of-the people they represent-=even though
they may have considerable discretion in the kinds-of ar-
rangements they .make for-the'imPleMentation of those 'rights.
Basi0 human rights are non-negcitiable.. And the effective
implementation of'human rights .is not compatible, with re-
quiring guestworkers to waive their rights as a condition
of being allowed to participate in'guestworker programs.

A third objection claims that providing aliens with
welfare benefits Of a level that they cannot get in their
native lands will giVe people in less developed. countries
even more reason to Want to immigrate'to rich countries
like Switzerland and"the BUt it is the prospect of
high wages,'not the prospect of high'weIfareApenefits,
that seems to be the mein attraction in rich countries:26
Further,-the high priority cpf human rights implies that.
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they are not to be set aside in the face of mere incon-
veniences such as a slight rise in the number of persons
wishing to enter a country.

V. THE RIGHTS OF UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS

In many countries those who design immigration and
guestworker policies must deal not only with aliens who
are authorized to be in the country but also with those
who lack such authorization--persons who have entered the
country surreptitiously or who have overstayed residence
permits. In the U.S. and Venezuela, for example, undoc2u-
mented aliens are estimated to number in the millions.7
Although I have no new proposals for dealing with this
problem, the approach that I have been developing does
provide some guidelines.

The most important point to be made- abOut undocu-
mented aliens is that they too have human rights. These
rights flow from one's humanity, not froM one's citizen-
ship. In virtue of these rights everyone is obligated
to refrain from victimizing undocumented aliens, and there
should be at least one.governMent that is obligated-to.

'protect'and upheld these rights. I haVe argued that gov-
ernments who have aliens in their territories. are obli
gated_to uphOld the rights of these persons, and in my
view,the same is true of _undocumented aliens Police
brutality would not be less troubling ifit were mainly
directed towards, undocumented aliens, and malnutrition
would not be more.tolerable if itwere only found among
children of "illegals.," Presence,ina territory_ is suf-
ficient to generate an obligation for the government of
that territory to uphold a person's,human rightswhether
or not that person is documented. Presence generates
'this obligation, but it does not preclude deportation

.
in accordance-Agith dUe process of law.

Although I believe. that rich-states with room to
spare have moral obligations to admit people fleeing
persecution and poverty, I also believe that states
have the right to liwit immigration to manageable num-
bers. The grounds for this right are, first, that the
authority to control one's borders'is an aspect of the
national sovereignty that is granted to states under
the current international system; second, that estab-
lishment and 'maintenance of an effectively self-deter-
mining' political community can be hindered by a large
influx of people. of a different culture and outlook--
.especially if these people come at a pace that makes
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economic And cultural integration impossible; and third,
that a state's ability.to uphold rights within its own
territory requires that it preserve its stability and
resources. A corollary of the right to limit immigra-
tion is the right to deport those who enter or stay il-
legally.

If I am right about this, then a state does not vi-
olate a person's human rights by refusing him-or her entry
(assuming that this .is in accordance with a general im-
migration policy that is morally acceptable), even though
the result is that the person remains in a country where'
his or her human rights are not fully respected or upheld.

One might object to my contertion that governments are
obligated to uphold the rights of aliens present in their
territories by claiming that aliens forfeit their human
rights when they illegally enter or remain in a country.
To forfeit one's rights is to ]...)se them for misconduct..

. Although some countries requite those convicted of serious
crimes to forfeit'sme of their civil rights,.no civilized,
country strips criminals pf <'1 1 legal,protections and
guarantees. And slave illegal_entry or residence is a
rather minor "crime,' there is little basis fOr the view
that aliens present in a country without authorization have
forfeited all of.theirl human' rights, Further, thisview
would. have unacceptable consequences, I believe,,since it
would imply that a state would do no' wrong in killing or
torturing. an ,illegal-alien.

A moreplausible version of this objection is 'that
what the undocumented alien loses by-his or her illegal
presence in a country'is not his or her.,human:rights,
but ratheranyclaim-upon-the-positiveobligation to up-
hold those rights'Ahat a:host government' would normally
have.: BTrefusing:to comply with a state's established
immigratibn procedures the undoCumented alien brings it
about that his or her presence in a territory is insuf-
ficient to generate an obligation for the government of
that territory:to uphold .his or her rights. Although
the host Tivernment,is obligated to respect an undocu-
mented aliensrights,.it:is not obligated'to uphold
them.

This view, may, be-attractive to one who wishes to
minimize the costs of dealing with undocuthented aliens,
but it does not have much to recommend it as .part'of a
theory of human rights. As noted above,28 in choosing
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between alternative conceptions of the obligations generated
by human rights, a conception that provides for the protec-
tion of everyone's rights in all places is preferable to one
that sometimes leaves people without an agency to uphold their
rights. Since the position that states have no obligations
to uphold the rights of undocumented aliens has the result
of leaving many people without an agency that is morally
obligated to protect their rights, there is reason to re-
ject this position in favor of a conception that postulates
a prima facie obligation of each state to uphold the rights
of all persons in its territory. Further, this view has
unacceptable consequences, I believe, since it implies
that a state would do no wrong if it refused to protect
an illegal alien from an angry mob or to provide food for
persons awaiting deportation.

If we allow that the human rights of undocumented aliens
should be upheld, and if we also allow that governments may
legitimately deport such persons when they are identified
as undocumented in accordance with due process, the prob-
lem arises how to_implement.effectively the human rights
of.undetected illegal aliens These people may benefit
from general policies of respect and protection for human
rights in a country, but more.specialized protections and
services cannot besought without risk of detection. '-un7

documented aliens are often reluctant to seek legal rem-
edies:for wrongs done to them or to apply for_welfare ser-
vices,.because to-do so is to risk apprehension and deporta-
tion. As a result, undetected illegal aliens are in a
position to be exploited, robbed and blackmailed, It is
impossible to uphold fully the rights of people who avoid
all Contact with government. agencies, and this can lead
to- serious human rights problems when there are millions
of undocumented aliens in a country. Thus a serious' con -
cern with the implementation of people's human rights

`would lead.'one to"Seek effective sOlutions to the "double
bind" that.illegal aliens face.

This problem can be ameliorated if some important le-
gal and welfare services can .be obtained. without proof of
immigration status. The agencies providing. these services
might also be forbidden to release information about their
clients-to those enforcing immigration laws. ThiS may work .

as a short term or compromise solution, but it is paid for
in less effectiVe enforcement of immigration laws. A more
adequate soclution for the U.S., it seems to me, would in
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volve an amnesty 'for undocumented aliens already present,
efforts to reduce illegal entrance--including, perhaps,
some kind of guestworker program--and a liberal immigra-
tion policy for people who wish to migrate to the U.S.

ti
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